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Dow Chemical: A Faster, Less
Costly Financial Close Process
with SAP® Solutions
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Company
The Dow Chemical Company
Industry
Chemicals
Products and Services
Specialty chemicals, advanced materials, agricultural
products and services, plastics
Web Site
www.dow.com
SAP® Solutions
SAP® Financial Closing cockpit, SAP Central Process
Scheduling application by Redwood

As a global enterprise, The Dow Chemical Company coordinates activities across
hundreds of subsidiaries worldwide. This was no easy task for its finance team,
which runs over 1,000 financial close jobs a month. To streamline and automate
the process, the firm worked with long-time partner SAP to deploy the SAP® Financial
Closing cockpit and the SAP Central Process Scheduling application by Redwood.
Now the financial close process runs with greater eﬃciency and transparency at
far lower costs.
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A global company with a commitment
to innovation and growth
If Dow Chemical is any indication, good companies
tend to grow – at least those that put innovation first.
Founded in 1897 in Midland, Michigan, Dow started
out when founder Herbert Henry Dow developed an
innovative way to extract bromine from underground
brine deposits. Its first products were bleach and
potassium bromide – but this soon gave way to
a diversified portfolio that continues to grow.
Today, with annual sales of nearly US$54 billion, Dow
is a truly global company. It manages a portfolio
of more than 5,000 science-based products that
it delivers to customers in approximately 160
countries. With an emphasis on sustainability, Dow
designs these products to address challenging
global problems involving clean water, renewable
energy, conservation, and agricultural productivity.
To best meet the demands of its worldwide customer
base, the company runs 188 manufacturing sites
in 35 diﬀerent countries. And with close to 50,000
employees, it operates more than 750 subsidiary
companies around the world.
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>750
Subsidiaries
worldwide with almost
50,000 employees
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The spirit of innovation at Dow does not stop with
its products and services. It also reaches to backoﬃce functions – which, when executed eﬃciently,
can spell competitive diﬀerentiation for a company
of Dow’s size.
Take, for example, the finance group at Dow. One
of the responsibilities of this group is to manage
the month-end financial close process across all of
Dow’s subsidiaries and lines of business. As Dow has
grown – both organically and through acquisitions
– this process has become exceptionally complex
and time consuming. Using e-mail and spreadsheets,
closing cycles grew longer, and the group found it
diﬃcult to keep up with demand, which involved
more than 1,000 diﬀerent month-end close jobs.
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“What we wanted was a more streamlined and
transparent process,” says Sandra Hartman, finance
manager at Dow. “We wanted to speed closing cycles,
reduce administrative burdens, and empower all
participants in the financial close process to see
what’s happening at any point in time.”

1,000
Financial close jobs
each month
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Dow has been an SAP customer for more than 20
years. The relationship is strong. In fact, Hartman’s
team has worked closely with developers at SAP
headquarters in Walldorf, Germany, to help determine some of the functionality in recent SAP software
releases – such as the latest enhancement package
for the SAP ERP application. “It’s a relationship both
sides value – Dow and SAP,” says Hartman. “It works
because it’s based on each of us making the other
better.”
To help Dow address its financial close process,
SAP suggested the SAP Financial Closing cockpit.
This cockpit centralizes the financial close process,
automates key tasks, and facilitates collaboration
with an intuitive interface for real-time visibility
throughout the process. It also supports reporting
to measure closing-cycle eﬃciency.

Dow also implemented the SAP Central Process
Scheduling application by Redwood. This application manages batch processing for financial data
during the close process, simplifies workload
scheduling and monitoring, and significantly
increases the level of automation.
According to Hartman, the decision came down
to functionality and integration. “We liked both
solutions because they support market-leading
capabilities for the financial close process,” she
says. “We also liked how they integrate with our
existing SAP and non-SAP environments to support better visibility and collaboration throughout
our enterprise.”

“The SAP Financial Closing cockpit along with SAP Central
Process Scheduling allows us to build the global close schedule
with one template and implement that globally throughout Dow.”
Sandra Hartman, Finance Manager, The Dow Chemical Company
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A global template for
a standardized approach
Today, the financial group at Dow enjoys a powerful
cockpit that serves as a single point of entry for all
of its financial closing activities. The cockpit automates manual tasks and includes workflow functionality that moves the process forward.
The cockpit is based on a single global template that
standardizes the financial close process throughout all Dow subsidiaries. This template, accessed
through Dow’s corporate portal, includes defined
task lists for close-related duties. As the process
moves along, Dow can track progress with a complete, real-time overview of closing status and drilldown functionality for more details. Collaboration
functionality empowers business users to work
together to resolve issues as quickly as possible.

According to Hartman, the software makes life
easier for her and her team. “When we kick oﬀ
a job,” she says, “every task runs when it has to
without us ever having to check it.”
Monitoring tools help make this hands-oﬀ approach
a reality. When problems do occur, the software
sends an alert to the appropriate parties. These
parties can then collaborate with colleagues,
resolve the issue, and restart the process in rapid
fashion. This enables management by exception,
which helps keep the finance team at Dow focused
on more value-added activities.

Much of this is made possible with integration into
Dow’s core business software, which includes the
SAP ERP application, the SAP NetWeaver® Business
Warehouse component, and other non-SAP solutions.
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One point of access for greater eﬃciency
and less cost
Since implementing the SAP Financial Closing
cockpit and SAP Central Process Scheduling, Dow
has realized a number of tangible benefits – chief
among them increased eﬃciency, improved visibility,
and reduced costs.

From beginning to end, business users themselves
are empowered to manage the financial close
process. It all starts with the corporate portal
where users can launch jobs and monitor progress
with easy access to relevant data. “No more pouring over spreadsheets just to understand where
Historically, the close process was resource intenwe are,” says Hartman. “Now, everything is at our
sive – one that involved IT and lots of spreadsheets. fingertips, which substantially improves our visibilNow, with a single tool for controlling a standardity throughout the close process.”
ized close process for the entire organization, the
company has dramatically streamlined financial
This makes the finance team at Dow far more eﬃoperations. Spreadsheets are a thing of the past,
cient, which helps drive down costs as well. “Today,
and IT is free to focus on other activities that drive
we do more with less,” says Hartman. “Our people
better business performance. A typical close now
are free from manual tasks and the heavy lifting of
takes a fraction of the time and eﬀort compared
the close process.” When it comes to managing its
to the manual processes of yesterday.
finances, this helps put Dow a step ahead of the
competition.

“We really wanted to go to one place to see where we were
in our close schedules. The ease and the flexibility of
the SAP Financial Closing cockpit are actually fantastic.”
CMP12342 (11/11)

Sandra Hartman, Finance Manager, The Dow Chemical Company
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